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ABSTRACT Significant progress has been made in linguistic-based text analytics particularly with the
increasing availability of data and deep learning computational models for more accurate opinion analysis
and domain-specific entity recognition. In understanding customer service experience from texts, analysis
of sentiments associated with different stages of the service lifecycle is a useful starting point. However,
when richer insights into issues associated with negative sentiments and experiences are desired to inform
intervention, deeper linguistic analyses such as identifying specific touchpoints and the context of the service
users become important. While research in this direction is beginning to emerge in some domains, we are
yet to see similar efforts in the domain of healthcare. We present in this paper the results from our construct
development effort for quantifying how critical a negative patient experience is using different elements
of the available textual feedback as a key basis for prioritizing interventions by service providers. This
involves the identification of the different dimensions of the construct, associated linguistic markers and
metrics to compute the criticality index. We also present the results of the application of our developed
conceptualization to linguistic-based text analysis of a small dataset of patient experience feedback.
INDEX TERMS Customer experience, construct development, linguistic analysis, intensity markers,
negative event, magnitude of consequences.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important sources of knowledge about customer service experience and associated critical issues is the
customer’s feedback survey data. The collection of feedback
using predetermined attributes of the perception and personal
experience of clients has been shown to be useful for quantifying and ranking a-priori known problems [1], [2].
However, customer feedback in a free-text form is very
valuable for a true understanding of the essence of issues
and for assessing the intensity of the reported customer
experience. When customers have the opportunity to express
personal experience and perception with minimal restrictions
on the content, the degree of detail, length of the stated
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thoughts, the information content is usually high. Such freetext information usually contains several dimensions characterizing the reported experience, namely: the resources or
actors involved in the service; the context, personal situation
or emotional condition of the customer; and other details
describing the nature of the experience.
A powerful method for extracting knowledge from free
text of customer service experience is Text Mining and Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques [1]–[3]. These
technologies allow extracting hidden knowledge contained in
the comments and to establish relationships among issues,
resources,- and actors,- as well as the patient’s emotions
expressed in the comments.
In our domain of interest – healthcare – an extensive literature review of the field shows the identification and analysis
of the most important negative healthcare events perceived by
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the customers (or patients). However, there is still a gap in the
development of a method for measuring the degree of criticality of the identified problems. A starting point in tackling this
problem when using structured or semi-structured interviews
as a data source could be formalizing quantitative (points)
or qualitative (fuzzy) indicators as suggested answers. In the
case of free-text descriptions and comments, some sense of
the problem’s importance can be estimated using sentiment
-s analysis or by calculating the frequency of the topic (category) being described (e.g. those with a negative valence).
Unfortunately, these techniques do not offer domain-specific
analyses that are important to accurately establish the criticality of problems in healthcare or other specific domains.
Recent progress in Machine Learning and specifically
Deep Neural Nets models for domain-specific entity extraction offers a pathway to identify and quantify markers in the
free text that denote the criticality of events. However, the use
of the computational approaches must be guided by a sound
process of construct development and conceptualization.
The challenge we undertake in the research is: (1) the
development of a construct that can measure the criticality
of negative customer service or patient care experience in
the healthcare domain and (2) a procedure to operationalize
the construct by integrating different categories of markers in
free texts that denote elements of patient’s perceptions of the
criticality of negative events.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an extensive review of text analytics methods in the
customer experience domain in general. Section 3 describes
the methodology in detail. The construct development process is described in Section 4 while the operationalization
based on our case study of patient experience feedback data
is presented in Section 5. Our findings are discussed in
Section 6 with some concluding remarks in Section 7.
II. TEXT ANALYTICS FOR CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Understanding the nature of the problems described by customers in a form of free-text survey’s feedback is an important
goal and one of the key aspects of improving the quality
of services provided by organizations. Unstructured data
contains a huge variety of explicit and implicit knowledge
about customer experience expressed in a form of opinions,
suggestions, comments, and reviews. While there are several
definitions of customer experience in literature, we define
customer experience as follows ( [4], [5]): ‘‘The Customer
Experience originates from a set of interactions between a
customer and a product, a company, or part of its organization, which provoke a reaction. This experience is strictly
personal and implies the customer’s involvement at different
levels (rational, emotional, and sensorial physical). Its evaluation depends on the comparison between customer expectations and the stimuli coming from the interaction with the
company and its offering in correspondence of the different
moments of contact or touch-points’’.
This scientific direction is one of the most actively studied over the last decade. However, the development of
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methods and techniques for extracting specific knowledge
from text to solve specific practical problems is still a research
challenge [6]–[8]. In [7], [9], the author divides the free-text
feedback analysis problem domain into the following typologies – subjectivity and polarity classification; opinion summarisation; opinion source and opinion target identification.
In our work, the entities extracted from free-text feedback
help in understanding the nature and degree of problems
perceived by customers. These entities may be related to
(1) sentiment – negativity or positivity of experience; (2)
subjectivity – the presence of facts or expression of one’s own
feelings; and (3) atomic features of products or services.
A. SENTIMENT AND SUBJECTIVITY ENTITIES

The most developed method for entities extraction is
sentiment polarity and subjectivity analysis of free-text feedback. There are two levels of sentiment/subjectivity analysis – document and sub-document units (paragraphs or
sentences) levels. These analyses can be conducted either
separately or in conjunction with the feature-based classification [10]. Mostly, this category of analyses is based
on a manual creation of a sentiment lexicon via unsupervised labeling of words or phrases or using online resources
like WordNet [11], NRC Emotion lexicon [12], SentiWord
Net [13] with their sentiment polarity and subjectivity status [14], [15]–[21]. The sentiment labels typically represent binary classification or a multi-point scale measuring
the degree of polarity of expression and emotions. Unsupervised machine learning methods have been extensively
applied to sentiment polarity-based classification of consumer reviews [7], [9], [22]–[29].
However, all the presented methods in this category are
focused on extracting and assessing the degree of negativity of the customer experience based on the evaluation of
the general tonality of feedback. None of the methods are
associated with any specific lexicon of criticality cues (LCC).
Such lexical cues will be used as ‘‘word-markers’’ that signify
a critical negative client experience. This kind of LCC, in
comparison to the general one, should consider the specific
problem domain vocabulary. For example, the word ‘‘uncomfortable’’ in a room or bed context may have a different degree
of criticality depending on the associated context, e.g. in hotel
services or healthcare context.
B. ATOMIC FEATURES ENTITIES

The studies that focused on the extraction of atomic features
aimed at identifying the main properties of products and
services that are associated with the experience and most
powerful emotions of the customer [11]. It could be specific
features of goods, product components/attributes or service
aspects, individuals, organizations, events, topics, activities,
resources, context, suggestions, etc. In [11], [23], [30]–[46],
the authors presented the results of the studies of the problem of feature-based opinion mining of customer reviews of
products sold online. Typically, these approaches are part of
the sentiment polarity and subjectivity analysis.
VOLUME 7, 2019
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One of the separate scientific directions for extracting
atomic features or aspects from free-text feedback is the suggestions retrieval. Suggestions refer to the variant of active
experience exchange based on the possibility for the client to
express their proposals for decision-making by the management of the company [47]–[49]. A majority of the suggestion
extraction methods aims at detecting suggestion/wishes in
documents using NLP techniques combined with Machine
Learning techniques. They are usually based on the assumption that the suggestions have the pivotal phrases-patterns like
‘‘should have, could be, can be, could give, better if, I wish,’’
etc. The studies [48]–[52] use the rule-based (on modal
verbs, ‘‘needs to’’ and other rules) approach for identifying
user wishes from product reviews and political discussions.
In [6], [53], the classification-based approaches were used
for extracting explicit suggestions from the students’ course
feedback.
The limitation of these approaches is the fact that
extracted single- or multi-level feature s- structures only
allow the classification of opinions being analysed in one
dimension which is based on the results of direct context analysis of textual feedback. The process of sentiment
analysis is not used to extract additional features of the
event under study. We also observe here that none of the
reviewed work under this category addresses the criticality of events or experience in their different dimensions
of features.
C. FEATURES/ENTITIES PATTERNS

Extracting atomic features of products/services from free-text
feedback quite often gives a one-sided or distorted view of
the real situation. In this regard, parallel with the traditional
direction of feature extraction, approaches and methods for
substantiating, forming and extracting various patterns that
are contextually interrelated in customer-expressed opinions of properties, aspects, entities are being actively developed. In [54], the authors extract the products-attributes
patterns based on implicit (semantic) and explicit entities
from product descriptions. Authors of [55] use the semisupervised approach to recognize contextually dependent
word-category. In [56], the following three levels of features
for each product are extracted: brand-level, semantic-level
(subjectivity and orientation) and product-level. The research
described in [57] event typology pattern structure contains
the distinctions characterizing experiences. This typology
assumes the presence of the following event features: Sentiment (Emotion, Evaluation, Reputation); Happening (General, Availability, Usability) and Action (Buying/Selecting,
Using, Stopping). The authors of [1] propose a conceptual
framework for analysing customer feedback by accounting for the three key components of the value (co)creation
process: Activities, Resources and Context (ARC). In [58],
the authors proposed opinion-related entities: expressions of
opinions and sources of opinions with the relationship that
exists between them.
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D. ENTITIES EVALUATION AND RANKING

In the majority of studies, the qualitative evaluation and relative ranking of opinions, products, features, components, etc.
were examined. In the evaluations, the following measures
were used: polarity strength [59]; subjective and comparative
features importance [60]; composite score for a specific
product by including star rating, number of positive reviews,
number of negative reviews, helpfulness score of reviews,
review age [61]; weight that customers place on individual
product features and the polarity and strength of the underlying evaluations [62]; latent weights of aspect (topic) for
individual reviews [12]. In studies [63]–[67], the level of satisfaction/dissatisfaction by specific factors of hotel products
and services based on the evaluation of positive and negative
reviews is introduced. In [65], satisfaction/dissatisfaction
measurement was carried out using a singular value based
on the LSA algorithm. For customer satisfaction assessment
in [68], a multivariate linear regression of the following
qualitative entities was employed – subjectivity, diversity,
readability, length – and two factual variables (involvement
and hotel ranking) are used. The ranking score of a product
reported in [56] was determined using a linear regression
model taking into account the review contents, the relevance
of a review to the product quality, helpful votes and total
votes from posterior customers, posting date and durability of
reviews. While in [68] an approach to predicting the overall
rating of cold-start items based on latent aspect distribution
of review and reviewer factors. The study [21] proposes
an adaptation of the sentiment analysis approach in [69] in
determining the product rating based on the integrated indicator characterizing the level of positive customer feedback
in relation to seven selected product features: Frequency of
Occurrence in Search Engine Results Page (SERP), Useful
Content, Extraneous Content, Sufficient Material, Physical
Attributes, Market Availability and Price. The work presented
in [70] proposes an opinion mining and ranking algorithm
that first classifies a review as positive, negative or neutral
but also identifies the product’s more representative features
and assigns overall ‘‘impression’’ weights to each of them.
In [71], the feedback rating algorithm concentrates on finding
the strength of the emoticons associated with the sentence
and it covers both text emoticons and graphical emoticons.
In [5], researchers rank the five trip modes based on the
association between the customers attributes and their expectations of hotel factors, in order to compare them with the
trip modes.
In [72], the authors introduce the intensity as the measure of the strength of a private state – speculations, evaluations, sentiments, beliefs, and other mental and emotional
states [73]. They use the lexicon of subjectivity clues for
recognizing the intensity, such as intensifying adverbs modifying adjectives (e.g., quite good and very bad). The intensity
attributes (terms) proposed to code by low, medium, high,
and extreme values and expression intensity - by neutral,
low, medium, high, and extreme values. Such an approach
169219
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allows classifying the intensity of nested clauses in all sentences in the corpus.
From the literature review, we can conclude that only a
limited number of theoretical and empirical studies allow the
ranking of the extracted features, topics, aspects, tonality,
etc. (Appendix I). Most of the existing studies are dedicated
largely to improving the quality of entities recognition algorithms and different types of feedbacks classification. Additionally, the majority of existing approaches to quantitative
evaluation and ranking are based either on the calculation of
the frequency of occurrence of entities in the analyzed data
sample or additionally on the degree of negativity (tonality)
of opinions. Moreover, among the above-described specific
approaches to quantify the rating of opinions (entities, events
or topics), the concept or notion of the criticality of negative
events or experience is yet to be studied. The studies closest to
addressing this gap are those that deal with the analysis of the
intensity of opinion, in which each of the words-marker from
the lexicon of subjectivity clues, depending on the degree
of intensity of the subjectivity of the experience expression,
is assigned a certain qualitative indicator.
III. METHODOLOGY

To tackle our research challenges described in Section I,
we propose a comprehensive three-stage approach to compute the Criticality of Negative Customer experience: (1)
developing the domain of the construct; (2) generating a set
linguistic markers based on the domain description, designing
a domain study instrument which is evaluated and refined
through multiple iterations; and finally (3) collecting experimental data, examining its measurement properties, synthesized and interpreted.
A. STAGE I: DOMAIN

The first stage in developing a construct is to establish the
problem domain. The stage aims to establish the following
four items of information: conceptual definitions of (1) customer experience in the domain of study; (2) negative event
related to the client experience for the specific problem
domain; (3) list of dimensions, which represent the elements
of the construct; (4) criticality of negative customer experience index. These definitions are usually derived from different sources, such as a review of the literature, case studies,
open-ended questionnaires, interviews, or some combination
of these sources.
In this paper, we consider the domain of patient healthcare
(Figure 1). In this regard, we introduce the above concepts in
the context of our specific problem domain.
Patient Experience of healthcare is shaped by what individuals feel, observe, perceive, recognize, understand and
remember about their medical care and treatment, the people
they interact with, and the facilities they visit [35], [74], [75].
Negative Event(NE) exists if any issue, incident, decision,
and circumstances, which are part of patient experience,
are reported as resulting in or/and having the potential for
169220

FIGURE 1. Importance/Intensity map for identifying the
high-criticality-level negative healthcare event.

physical, emotional, psychological, or financial harm to the
patient (adapted from [76], [77]).
In order to provide (1) more in-depth analysis of the negative healthcare event causes related to the patient and (2) identification of factors (or contextual patterns) that determine
the specificity of Negative Events in healthcare, we adopt
the ARC (activities, resources and context) concepts as the
key components of the value (co) creation process in any
service delivery context including patient or healthcare [1]
and extended it by Actors and Reasons components.
An actor can be defined as a human that accepts, provides,
supports, or controls healthcare services (adapted from [78])
and that is perceived in the patient experience as an active
participant and one of the reasons for the reported negative healthcare event. Clinical and non-clinical (healthcare
support, technical and administrative) groups of actors are
usually identified in healthcare services ( [79]). Each of the
Actors is associated with a specific role in the healthcare system (for example, in clinical group – Doctor, Nurse, etc. roles;
in the non-clinical group – Administration, Receptionist,
etc. roles).
Reasons are the group of factors characterizing different
aspects of the causes of Negative Event in healthcare services.
The Criticality index of negative patient experience (CI),
is proposed as a measure comprising two components:
- the Magnitude of Consequences as a level of the perceived seriousness of the negative consequences, which are
associated with a negative event and its impact on physical,
emotional, financial, social, or psychological patient’s conditions/outcomes(adapted from [2], [80]);
- the Power of Consensus as the degree to which patients
collectively agree that a reported negative eventhas a particular level of intensity in terms of the actual and potential
consequences [2].
B. STAGE II: INSTRUMENT CONSTRUCTION

At the second stage of our methodology, we developed and improved our ‘‘measurement instrument’’ over
VOLUME 7, 2019
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multiple iterations. The goal here is to determine what constitutes the criticality of negative customer experience. The
steps involve specifying: (1) the principles of the data collecting and selection; (2) measurement components and their
quantitative assessment; (3) application of the measurement
instrument and interpretation.
1) DATA COLLECTING AND SELECTION PRINCIPLES

The step is designed to extract knowledge about the criticality
of the negative patient experience from data presented in
textual format (such as interview or open surveys responses,
essays, etc.). Our dataset comprises 100 comments obtained
from http://www.ratemyhospital.ie/. All the comments were
first anonymized by removing names of people, specific
places and other details that could be used to identify the
author of the comment.
Next, a group of three researchers assigned labels to the
dataset as either positive, negative or neutral based on the
overall sentiments of the comments. Following these, one
of the authors looked through negative comments with rich
linguistic features and selected 20 for the purpose of operationalizing the criticality construct.
Source: free-text responses dataset. Output: anonymized
sample of free-text comments coded by negative labels.
2) MEASUREMENT COMPONENTS

To identify the degree of negative patient experience, the following basic measurement components are suggested:
- the list of IntensityMarkers as special trigger words,
which reflect the seriousness of patient experience and contribute to an extraction of the knowledge about the degree of
intensity of the patient perception of the impact of reported
actions, decision, and circumstances of the negative consequences (adapted from [81]).
All semantic meanings of the Intensity markers are proposed to be measured using a fuzzy-logic scale: {Low,
Medium, High} to formalize the processes of qualitative
assessment of the Intensity indicator; quantitative scale {0, 1}
to formalize the processes of calculation of the Intensity
indicator value.
- Frequency as a number of identical negative
healthcare events, mentioned in all analysed patient
responses (in Activity-Resources-Context patterns or Activity/Resources/Context elements formats), which reflect the
consistency of the patient experience and contribute to an
extraction of the knowledge about the degree of agreement
of patient perception that a reported negative event has such
level of the magnitude of the negative consequences.
3) ALGORITHM OF LINGUISTIC-BASED
DATA PROCESSING

The presented algorithm is based on a multi-stage coding
framework [31], [82], [83] and contains the two steps of
coding: semantic patterns-level and intensity-level.
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a: STEP ONE – SEMANTIC PATTERNS-LEVEL CODING

The semantic patterns-level coding approach used at this
step allows extracting the domain-oriented knowledge about
Negative Events in the form of semantic patterns: Activities, Resources and Context (ARC+) [1]. For example, for
comment: ‘‘Once you DEMAND a few doctors or nurses
speak with you, but the majority did not’’ instead of coding it by theme and subtheme: Communication / Information Exchange with Patient, in proposed methodology,
it will be coded by the following semantic pattern: ACTIVITY: Communication / Information Exchange with Patient;
RESOURCES: Doctors, Nurses; CONTEXT: on-demand
communication by Doctor, Nurse.
Such semantic patterns allow identifying that: (1) healthcare resources (actor, equipment, room) took a part in the
negative event; (2) healthcare activity (action) caused this
event and (3) context (concrete situation) was the action and
resources involved the described Negative Event.
As a coding approach, a combined method is recommended,- which involves: gathering of information from
various mentioned above coding elements sources after performing the test coding step (with a randomly selected sample
of comments); further refining and revising coding results
after the procedure of systematization, comparison and evaluation of test coding step results.
Source: (1) anonymized sample of free-text comments
coded by negative labels; (2) previous literature research
results; (3) workshop/consultation with patients and healthcare actors’ results. Output: free-text comments coded by
ARC+ semantic pattern.
b: STEP TWO - INTENSITY-LEVEL CODING

In this step, the Intensity Markers are proposed for simultaneously using them: (1) as an approach to implement the
intensity-coding procedure and (2) as a measure of the degree
of negative patient experience criticality.
Intensity-Level Coding: The intensity-coding procedure is
proposed to perform (1) according to the classification proposed above: four types of negative healthcare event Reasons types (professional, inter-personal, service quality and
technical) and Expanded Amplifiers (frequency, related information, consequences, and sentiment); and (2) also using
the combined method: (i) carry out preliminary test coding
step on a randomly selected sample of comments with the
aim, in addition to the process of text coding, to form a list
of possible Intensity Markers (only with negative context),
grouped by mentioned above classes; (ii) in parallel, to conduct a literature review considering the problems of semantic,
linguistic and sentiment aspects of the use of intensifiers in
the free-text comments; (iii) to organize the workshop with
patients and clinicians to assess the relevance of identified
markers classes.
Source: (1) free-text comments coded by ARC+ semantic
pattern; (2) previous literature research results; (3) results
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of the workshop/consultation with patients and healthcare
actors. Output: (1) free-text comments coded by intensity
markers; (2) list of classified intensity markers
Intensity-Level Scaling: To prepare for the process of intensity degree of the negative healthcare event measuring, it is
proposed to perform the Intensity Markers scaling via: classification of the obtained lists of Intensity Markers in accordance with the qualitative intensity levels {Low, Medium,
High} of the expression of patient experience in particular
context; the subsequent assignment to each of the Intensity
marker of the corresponding quantitative weighting coefficient (from 0 to 1); matching and refining of the obtained
qualitative and quantitative scales of the healthcare negative
healthcare event intensity degree of each Intensity marker
with a group of experts (patients and healthcare actors).
Source: (1) list of classified intensity markers; (2)
previous literature research results; (3) results of workshop/consultation with patients and healthcare actors. Output:
(1) intensity markers qualitative levels; (2) intensity markers
weighting coefficients
C. STAGE III: INTERPRETATION OF MEASUREMENT
PROPERTIES

In the third stage of the methodology, experimental data
are collected, its measurement properties are examined, synthesized and interpreted. The main efforts should be aimed
to determine the concept of the negative customer experience criticality quantifying while implementing: (1) algorithm of measurement elements syntheses; (2) principals
of negative customer experience criticality evaluation and
interpretation.
1) STEP ONE – MEASUREMENT ELEMENTS SYNTHESES

The process of Criticality index quantification involves
three phases of the experimental data (result of semantic
patterns-level and intensity-level coding steps) synthesis,
namely:
(1) phase one: calculation of the Intensity INT ij of each
(i-th) negative healthcare event (in Activity-ResourcesContext patterns or Activity / Resources / Context elements
formats) in each (jth) unit of information by summing the
Weighting Coefficients (wijk ) of all the Intensity Markers (nij )
coded for this Negative Event:
Xnij
INT ij =
wijk
(1)
k=1

(2) phase two: calculation of the Importance of each
(i-th) Negative Event. It should be noted that the Importance of Events ARC+ and for ARC+ enriched could be
distinguished because of the following features: in ARC+
the Importance indicator IMT i of the negative healthcare
event is measured as the number of identical semantic ARC
patterns found in the semantic patterns-level coding results of
each comment; inARC+ enriched, the Importance indicator
IMT Int
i can be interpreted as the Importance of the Intensity
of the healthcare NE, since it is measured as the number
169222

of identical ARC patterns found in the semantic patternslevel + intensity-level coding results for each information
item (j=1, m).
(3) phase three: calculation of the value of the negative
healthcare eventCriticality index HIC i as a product of the
Intensity of each (i-th) negative healthcare event and its
Importance:
Xm
HIC i =
INT ij ∗ IMT Int
(2)
i
j=1

The obtained Criticality index values allow ranking the
negative healthcare event according to the degree of urgency
of this issue solving for healthcare service management.
Source: (1) free-text comments coded by ARC+ semantic
pattern; (2) free-text comments coded by intensity markers;
(3) intensity markers weighting coefficients. Output: NE Criticality index.
2) STEP TWO – DATA INTERPRETATION

This step may include the following phases: analysis and
interpretation of the causes for the discrepancy of the ranking
results of the degree of Importance of negative healthcare
event, as well as their Criticality; analysis and interpretation of the degree of Criticality of negative healthcare
event ranked using various negative healthcare event aspects
dimensions (activities, resources, context, roles); carrying out
the ranking of the negative healthcare event Criticality by various Intensity markers classes (Reasons types and Expanded
Amplifiers) with the subsequent comparison, analysis and
interpretation of the results.
The principal use of this methodology and the focus of this
paper is the development of a linguistic-based measurement
instrument for quantifying the criticality of the negative customer experience based on different elements of the free-text
feedback. There are two clear contributions regarding the
exploratory use of the methodology. First, this method guides
researchers to allows a deeper understanding of the contextual nature and of the customer experience in the specific
domain. Second, the methodology challenges the researchers
to deliver justified support for prioritizing interventions by
service providers.
IV. CONSTRUCT DEVELOPMENT

Based on the presented methodology, in this section,
we present the construct for identifying and measurement
of the Criticality of Negative customer experience for the
healthcare domain.
A. HEALTHCARE DOMAIN ANALYSIS

Understanding the nature and criticality of the problems
described by clients in the form of free-text survey feedback is an important goal and one of the key aspects of
improving the quality of services provided by companies.
To ensure the process of identifying and interpreting this
kind of information, appropriate methods and techniques are
needed. Among the key areas of development of methods for
VOLUME 7, 2019
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extracting knowledge about the nature and degree of criticality of negative healthcare events, the following can be highlighted: (1) studies of the structure, nature, and importance of
negative healthcare event using Statistical techniques for the
processing of pre-structured questionnaires responses. The
knowledge received in this research can serve as a theoretical
basis and also as a tool for evaluating the results of extracting
and assigning topics/entities for identifying negative healthcare event from free-text customer reviews; (2) revealing and
measuring the importance of negative healthcare event via
applying the Thematic-oriented and Conceptual Framework
techniques for free-text questionnaires responses. These
studies make it possible to lay the methodological foundation
for identifying healthcare problems from the unstructured
patients’ responses which contain different vocabulary, ways
of expressing opinions, etc.; (3) measuring patient perception of negative healthcare event degree via development
and/or using linguistic and NLP approaches. Such studies are
based on modern methods of Artificial Intelligence and allow
to automate the process of extracting knowledge from the
free-text feedback, considering the tonality of the expressed
opinion and its nature.
Processing
of
responses
from
pre-structured
questionnaires
The main themes and entities extracted in this first group
of studies could be applied for coding the negative healthcare event components. The authors [84] highlighted the
following as the main component required for patient
experience measurement: Characteristics of interactions;
Organizational aspects; Overarching assessments. In ( [85]),
the authors propose to review qualitative studies that report
directly from patients on how they define quality and develop
the Conceptual model of patient perception ofquality, which
contains: patient expectations, patient perception of the experience, patient experience of seeking and using services,
patient definition/criteria of quality. In [86], for qualitative
analysis of relevant patient perceptions and experiences for
evaluating the quality of interaction with physiotherapists
during outpatient rehabilitation, the following themes (factors) were used: (1) interpersonal manners; (2) providing
information and education; (3) technical expertise. In [87],
the patients’ satisfaction with nursing care is well recognized
as an indicator of the quality of care. Using individual items
that were identified in earlier studies such as [88], [89],
the authors built the instrument consisting of 36 items distributed among eight dimensions: interpersonal relationships
between nurses and patients, efficiency in serving patients,
comforts provided in the ward, sanitation, personalized information, physical environment in the ward, provision of general instructions by nurses, and competency of nurses in
caring for patients. The studies [90], [91] introduce patient
satisfaction definition as a health care recipient’s reaction to
salient aspects of his or her service experience. The following
categories were proposed as the main categories of patient
satisfaction measurement: Patient Characteristics; Structure
and Processes.
VOLUME 7, 2019

As for the methods of patient experience studying, in [86]
data analysis was undertaken using a modified grounded theory approach [34], which presupposes that two authors (moderator and assistant) review the transcripts independently and
code sentences that contain meaningful incidents. These were
labeled in categories using a combination of predetermined
and emergent codes. The next level of analysis involved
the identification of relationships between categories and
the grouping of categories with hierarchical conceptual uniformity into themes and subthemes. A somewhat different
approach to the study of patient experience is applied in the
work [92]. Using the multiple logistic regression, the independent effects of patient characteristics and of specific
aspects of provided health care on patient’s satisfaction were
examined. The results showed that the likelihood of overall
satisfaction was significantly and independently increased
first of all due to the physician’s ability to give explanations
and their empathy [92].
It should be highlighted that, as the main problems characterizing the survey approach to measure patient experience
noted by the authors [84], two were identified, perceived by
us both as an advantage and as a challenge for improving and
resolving the existing constraints, namely: (1) it is more likely
to gain negative than positive comments from some groups;
(2) clinicians sometimes report that those survey findings are
difficult to interpret. The first fact emphasizes the advantages
of this method for determining exactly the Negative Events in
healthcare. The second fact confirms the relevance of developing methods and tools for solving challenges that exist in
the field of interpretation of the results of conducted surveys
(especially using free-text answers).
Thematic-oriented
and Conceptual Framework techniques for analysing the
responses from free-text questionnaires
The second group of patient experience study allows to
highlight the following methods of free-text deep analysis of
the themes and entities, which could be useful for coding the
negative healthcare event components: in [31] using Framework Analysis, 15403 comments from London National Cancer Patient Experience Survey were studied [93], [94]. The
initial framework was developed based on a review of the
patient experience literature and a preliminary analysis of the
data. In this process, two different researchers independently
looked at comments. Following the identification of potential
themes, the researchers discussed and compared the themes
and devised the framework. After this, the framework was
piloted by the research group with the data from the first
trust. A few minor changes were made before using the
framework as a basis for analyzing all the data. The most
significant 17 topics requiring improvement were determined
by counting the number of references to this topic in the
patient comments. Among them the most frequently mentioned are the following (top five): Poor care; Poor communication; Waiting times; Information; Understaffed. Similar
research was conducted based on the Scottish Cancer Patient
Experience Survey [95]. Data were analyzed by tonality and
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then coded using thematic analysis [32] by the content of
the comments. Analysis of the large data set was carried out
using a structured approach [33]. The frequencies of similar
themes and subthemes were measured. The results of the
analysis indicated the importance of the following categories
of themes for the patients: Feeling confident or secure within
the system; Feeling that individual needs were met; Structures
and Processes.
A similar approach was applied in [34], [96]. The data
sources used comprised the notes written during ethnographic
observations, transcribed interviews of nurse-patient communication during procedural care, interviews with patient
participants, and a document review. Two main themes were
identified: (1) Nurses’ workload and the environment, (2)
Nurse-patient partnership and role expectations. In the [75],
instead of statistical processing of patient responses to closed
questions (considering the demographic factors), a coding
framework was developed to carry out a thematic analysis of the open-ended responses to the free-text questions
at the end of the questionnaire. All open-ended questions
were analyzed and multi-coded using the following 20 codes
(categories): Dignity, respect and privacy; Communication
with the patient; Emergency department management and
environment; Emergency department waiting times; Staffing
levels; Staff availability and responsiveness; Other healthcare staff; Other staff; Food and drink; Cleanliness and
hygiene; Nursing staff; Doctors or consultants; Waiting times
for planned procedures; Discharge and aftercare management; Staff in general; Communication with family and
friends; Physical comfort; Hospital facilities; Parking facilities; Clinical information and history; Private health insurance. In [83], the three stages of multi-stage coding [82] of
the free text data were implemented: semantic-level coding
for areas of cancer patient experience; semantic-level coding
for specific categories within different areas of cancer patient
experience; identification of latent themes within the different
areas. And the fourth stage included comparisons between
closed questions and free-text responses.
Linguistic -based and NLP approaches for analysing the
responses from free-text questionnaires
In this direction of study, mostly the sentiment analysis
in combination with theme identification is used. Above all,
these methods aimed: to automate the processes of (1) recognition of the text polarity (highlighting negative opinions
associated with NE); (2) analysis of the context of feedback (extraction of themes, entities, etc.) and (3) their use
for further statistical processing. So, in [97] authors applied
Machine Learning and Natural Language Processing techniques to online comments about hospitals for predicting the
patient’s opinion context and sentiment within the concrete
themes. The result of [98] is the development of the Design
Science-based Framework Research [99] for the National
Health Service patient experience in England, Scotland, and
Wales. Such a Framework contains three iterations: Sentiment Analysis (Strength of Association, Support Vector
Machine and Naïve Bayes); Topic Identification (the Latent
169224

Dirichlet Allocation approach) and Rationale Identification
of Patient Sentiment. Each of these steps provides a procedure of Identification, Designing, Evaluating and Testing.
Sentiment analysis approaches were also realized for: English
National Health Service website comments [100], on-line
forums, blogs and news comments [101] with an additional
multi-steps algorithm [102], Chinese reviews on ‘euthanasia’
from various Web pages, Blog postings, and online forums
[103], English-language Internet conversations (ICs) regarding prostate cancer treatment with active surveillance (AS)
[104]; for medical domain sentiment lexicon creation and
evaluations [105], the drug review dataset using Artificial
Neural Networks algorithms [106]. In [107], the TagCrowd
tool for unigrams and Many Eyes tool for bigrams retrieving were used to analyse the patient experience of primary
care. Voyant Tools with Keyword in Context (KWIC) function [108] were applied for searching for a keyword in the
text and analysing its local meaning in relation to a fixed
number of words immediately preceding and following it.
The association of patient experience scores with the occurrence of certain words was tested with logistic regression
analysis. In [109], three phases of the analysis were implemented. The first phase is primarily deductive development
of a thematic framework (adapted from [110] to categorise
comprehensively the survey comment. The framework allows
comments to be coded as positive or negative experiences
of specific areas of care and whether specific forms of
information to prepare patients were lacking. The second
phase is the application of Machine Learning algorithms to
identify patients’ comments concerning their experience of
care quality. Next, comparative analysis using t-tests was
conducted between categories of individuals’ comments and
their single index EQ5D score (summarizing five domains:
mobility; self-care; usual activities; pain/discomfort; anxiety/depression), to identify associations between them. The
final third phase was about qualitative analysis of retrieved
comments. In [111], the method of combination of userdefined tags for blog messages with the Automatically generated subject terms from such standard vocabularies as Opinion Templates, Basic Resource, or Medical Subject Headings
Resource Templates is proposed for providing more powerful
subject access to cancer blog posts. In [112], the Qualitative
Text Processing Framework is introduced. It contains the
following: data collection; qualitative analysis (comprises
a systematic expert annotation and rigorous analysis of the
development of a dataset); classification phase (is intended
to provide to the researcher the labels of the documents, paragraphs or sentences related to the general themes of interest);
information extraction (aims to extract words and phrases
mentioning the general classes of entity and the relationships
between these entities); term recognition (FlexiTerm); integration and scalability. In the study [113], the goal was to
categorize temporal expressions in clinical opinions text. Six
main categories of temporal expressions were identified. The
constructed temporal constraint structure models the time
over which an event occurs by constraining its starting and
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ending time. Such constraint includes a set of fields for the
endpoint(s) of an event, anchor information, qualitative and
metric temporal relations, and vagueness.
As we can summarize from the scientific studies of patient
experience (Table 1, Appendix II) in the light of the goal
setting in the paper: (1) an indicator of the frequency of
mentioning a theme extracted from the patient responses is
still used as the main measure of patient perception of the negative event; (2) the main techniques (algorithms, methods,
technologies) used to partially or fully automate the process
of extracting knowledge about the main healthcare issues perceived by patients are: (i) Text Mining and Machine Learning
methods, such as topic modelling and sentiment analysis,
providing automatic extraction of the main topics contained
in the comments,- as well as finding associations between the
extracted topics and their tonality; (ii) conceptual frameworks allowing to identify specific concepts (themes), and
groups of related concepts (triplets) based on preliminary
manual coding, training and testing the model, evaluated
using the triangular approach (literature review, experimental
results, intellectual workshops with experts). As a source for
literature review, one can use the results of medical errors
research and the evaluated results of the analysis of patient
experience.
Thus, from the conducted literature review of the main
trends in the field of research on the identification and analysis of the most important healthcare issues perceived by the
patient, it follows that this scientific direction is rather thoroughly studied. However, there is still a gap in the development of a method for measuring the degree of criticality of the
identified Negative Events. And if using structured or semistructured interviews as a data source, this problem is solved
by considering formalized quantitative (points) or qualitative
(fuzzy logic) indicators as suggested answers while using
free-text descriptions and comments for analysing the importance degree of the problem which is carried out only on the
basis of the frequency of the topic (category) being described
(with a negative tone recognition).
The results of the literature review have allowed the authors
to come up with the following research questions:
Research Question 1: What are the main measurement
elements that will enable determining the criticality of the
negative events related to reported healthcare experience?
Research Question 2: What type of information about the
Criticality of negative healthcare events can be extracted
from free-text patients’ comments?
B. IDENTIFICATION

The proposed concept for identifying and measuring the Negative healthcare Event Criticality Index is an enriched variant
of the ARC framework in [1].
As a first step, we extend the ARC framework to capture salient information in the healthcare domain – we call
this the ARC+ framework). The following knowledge can
be extracted from a set of comments using ARC+ framework: (1) a list of the negative healthcare events mentioned
VOLUME 7, 2019

in patients’ comments in the format of Activity-ResourcesContext patterns; (2) a list of the individual Activity, Resource
or Context elements in the negative healthcare events mentioned in patients’ comments; (3) the possibility of categorizing the above lists by demographic dimensions; and
finally (4) also categorizing the above lists by demographic
dimensions;contextual sentiment.
As a method for determining the value of High-level
Negative Healthcare Event indicator, there is a quantitative
approach to calculate the Frequency of the mentions of the
extracted (ARC) elements within the Corpus.
The contextual sentiment is an indicator of the presence
of the commentary words that characterize the presence of
a positive or negative tonality (for example, ‘‘intolerable
conditions’’, ‘‘terrible noise’’, ‘‘polite and affable staff ’’) in
the analysed fragment of the text.
This approach is a significant step forward in understanding the real problems in hospitals through the eyes of patients.
It serves as an effective tool for improving the quality of
health care services. However, it still has one significant
gap in the methodology for determining patients-perceived
negative healthcare event described below.
The High-level Negative Healthcare Event indicator is the
only one of the components of the Power of Consensus indicator, which takes into account only the degree of patients
agreement that a reported negative event is harmful in moral,
physical and/or psychological form, but without taking into
account the level of the seriousness or anticipated impact of
the reported negative event on physical, emotional, financial,
social, or psychological patient’s conditions/outcomes.
The knowledge about the Magnitude of Consequences
as a degree of patient perception of the problem intensity
refers to the actual anticipated level of associated negative
repercussions. This is introduced in the proposed Conceptual
Framework (ARC+ enrich) as the decisive indicator for
final scaling of the degree of criticality and, as a result, the
degree of urgency to address an issue by the healthcare service
management.
In order to identify the negative healthcare Event with
a high Criticality level, the following Importance-Intensity
concept is proposed:
Power of Consensus - will be used in the proposed Framework as an identifier of the Importance of the negative
healthcare event in the context of the degree of the necessity
to solve this problem in order to improve the quality of health
services;
Magnitude of Consequences - we assume that this will
be used in the proposed Framework as an identifier of the
Intensity of the negative healthcare event in terms of the
urgency for solving this problem.
Figure 1 presents the ARC+ enrich Importance/Intensity
map for identifying the High-Criticality-level negative
healthcare event reported by patients based on their own
perception and experience and to be suggested as a guide
to be used by hospital management to prioritize the
improvement measures, i.e. only with High Intensity and
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TABLE 1. Review of healthcare patient experience study results.
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TABLE 1. (Continued) Review of healthcare patient experience study results.

High Importance levels (in compare with the ARC+ concept, in which a problem requiring improvements, is based on
simultaneously identified issues with High Importance, but
with both – High and Low Intensity).
As the main forms of knowledge representation extracted
from a set of comments using ARC+ enrich framework,
the following forms are guaranteed: (1) a list of the HighCriticality-level Negative Event mentioned (in patients’ comments in the format of A ctivity-Resources-Context patterns);
(2) a list of individual Activity, Resource and Context associated with the High-Criticality-level Negative Events; (3) categorization of the above lists by Actors and Reasons for the
negative events.
C. METHOD

Taking into account the Negative Event Criticality Index
Identification Methodology as well as the studied literature,
we propose the Reasons (Factors) to be categorized into
four following types: Inter-Personal (IP), Professional (P),
Service quality (SQ), and Technical (T)(Table 2).
Based on this classification and the results of manual coding of the test sample (20 comments of from
http://www.ratemyhospital.ie/), it is proposed to divide the
Intensity Markers into two classes (1) types of negative
healthcare event Reasons (Factors) causing anticipated or
received consequence and (2) Expanded Amplifiers of the
patient perception intensity.
1) REASONS MARKERS
a: PROFESSIONAL REASONS MARKERS

The professional reasons markers allow to interpret patient
perception degree of reported actions, decision and circumstances in terms of the presence of a certain level of skills,
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knowledge and abilities of negative healthcare event Actors
related to the performance of professional duties directly.
For example, in the text of comment ‘‘ No explanations
and limited English’’, the following Professional Reasons
Markers could be identified: (1) No – contextually characterizing the problem of the absence of any explanations of
the patient’s health condition. This trigger can be classified
as the High degree of the perceived consequences of a given
issue contextually, i.e. the lack of any information could only
aggravate the patient’s psychological and physical condition;
(2) Limited– contextually characterizing unsatisfactory professional communication skills of the doctor. This trigger
can be classified as the Medium degree of perceived consequences of a given issue, i.e. there is a possible misunderstanding and unclear explanation by the doctor of the patient’s
problems.
b: INTER-PERSONAL REASONS MARKERS

The inter-personal reasons markers allow an interpretation
of the degree of patient’s perception of reported negative
healthcare event in terms of the presence of a certain level
of qualities of healthcare Actors, not directly related to their
professional activity.
For example, in the text of the comment ‘‘No information
and nobody to talk to not even administration staff. The
consultants on the other hand apart from a select fewI have
found brutal’’, the following Individual Reasons Markers
could be identified: (1) Nobody – contextually characterizing
the problem of the absence of any communication, which
may concern both professional and Inter-Personal Negative
Events. In the context of this comment, the marker Nobody
is more likely to relate to personal characteristics of hospital
staff, since it stands out separately from the comment about
the lack of information (No information) the provision of
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TABLE 2. Negative healthcare event reasons.

medical service quality which provides the ability to perform
the promised service reliably and timely.
The markers related to this Service quality reason are
proposed to be divided into two groups: reasons of organizational reliability that ensure the general promised volume and expected quality of medical services (for example,
enough doctors in the night shifts; the optimal organization
of patient’s registration at the reception, etc.); factors of organizational timeliness that ensure the specifically promised
time accuracy of the provision of medical services (usually a
reasonable time of one patient service; waiting of Emergency;
waiting for any assistance in lines, etc.).
d: SERVICE RELIABILITY MARKERS

For example, in the text of comment ‘‘The patient developed
an allergy after a few days, and we found it quite difficult
to get readmitted for observation. There was only one doctor
on duty.’’, the following Service Reliability Reasons Markers
could be identified: (1) Quite difficult – contextually characterizing the problem of finding appropriate medical services.
This trigger can be classified as the Medium degree of the
perceived consequences of a given issue, i.e. there is still a
real opportunity to find such services; (2) Only one – contextually characterizing a few doctors on duty. This trigger can
be classified as the High degree of perceived consequences
of a given issue, i.e. there is an extremely small opportunity
to wait for the doctor without too long lines.
e: SERVICE TIMELINESS MARKERS

which relates to the direct professional duties of hospital
staff. Trigger Nobody can be classified as the High degree of
the perceived consequences of a given issue, i.e. absence of
attention expressed primarily in communication and support
adversely affects the patient’s psychological state. (2) Apart
from a select few– contextually characterizing personal qualities of the consultant, namely his brutality. This trigger can be
classified as the Medium degree of perceived consequences of
a given issue, i.e. reported attitude towards patients, according
to the comment, is typical for the majority of hospital consultants and may cause a drastic decline in the quality of medical
services.
c: SERVICE QUALITY REASONS MARKERS

The service quality reasons markers allow to interpret the
degree of patient perception of reported actions, decision
and circumstances in terms of presence of a certain level of
169228

For example, in the text of comments ‘‘Son waiting since
11 am to be put on a drip. Didn’t get it for nearly 24 hour.’’
And ‘‘We waited 11 hours in the Emergency Department and
could not manage to get any doctor examination’’, the following Service Timeliness Reasons Markers could be identified:
(1) Since 11 am, Nearly 24 hours– contextually characterizing the problem of the deviations from the promised waiting
time for medical care; (2) 11 hours– as information about
a long waiting time for emergency care which especially
enhances the degree of seriousness of the patient perception
of the situation since the consequences of this fact can be
inevitable.
All these triggers can be classified as the High degree of
the perceived consequences of a given issue. Trigger any is
found in the context that it is impossible to find any doctor
for examination. In this case, it will be related also to High
degree Service Reliability Marker.
f: TECHNICAL REASONS MARKERS

It characterizes the degree of the described issue perceived by
the patient and is featured by the presence of a certain level
of hospital environment quality.
For example, in the text of comment ‘‘Equipment mostly
old and notclean.’’, the following Technical Reasons Markers
could be identified: (1) Mostly– contextually characterizing
the problem of the inadequate quality of equipment. This
marker can be classified as the High degree of the perceived
VOLUME 7, 2019
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consequences of a given issue, i.e. the possibility of inoperability and errors in the work of most of the medical equipment; (2) Not– contextually characterizing of the inadequate
cleanliness of equipment. This trigger can be classified as
the Medium degree of perceived consequences of a given
issue both from the point of view of a lower probability of
high criticality of the consequences of this issue,- and from
the point of view that this situation is not characterized by
additional reinforcements of the type ‘‘very’’, ‘‘terrible’’, etc.
2) EXPANDED AMPLIFIERS

Additional Expanded Amplifiers markers are proposed to
include the trigger words and expand the expression of
patient’s perception of the issue seriousness level. They
include general emphasizers of the negativity of the issue
and a description of its unpleasant/irreversible consequences
comprising the following: the frequency (countable and not
countable) of the healthñare Negative Event described by the
patient; the related information objectively and subjectively
associated with the described negative healthcare event and
its consequences (such as prior facts, age of the patient,
time of day) in the patient experience; the consequences of
healthñare Negative Event specified in the patient’s experience comments; the patient’s opinion representing the
expression of patient’s emotions about his perception of the
described healthñare Negative Event.

of patient’s dissatisfaction with the subsequent issue, namely,
the fact that after such long and frequent visits by patient’s
relatives, no one informed them that the patient had been
taken to another hospital.
d: AGE OF PATIENT

76 years old – this amplifier increases the degree of patient
perception of the described situation because of the advanced
(and therefore dangerous in terms of consequences) age of
patients.
e: TIME OF THE DAY

In the text of comment ‘‘We were not the only ones to leave
on the night’’, the amplifier Night emphasizes the criticality
of the negative healthcare event occurring at night.
f: CONSEQUENCES

In the text of comment ‘‘The lack of professionalism caused
great stress for us during our initial visit’’, the Consequences
Marker Caused great stress could be identified. This information is a rare fact of specific consequences that were caused by
the issue noted in the comment and allow assessing the degree
of its seriousness (1) not only by the patient’s emotional
perception but also (2) by the specified facts of negative
impact on his/she present and future moral, physical and/or
psychological condition.

a: FREQUENCY

In the text of comments ‘‘ Numerous attempts to talk to doctors hindered by nurses.’’ and ‘‘The hospital had never phoned
us to say he was moved.’’, the following not countable Frequency Amplifiers Markers could be identified: (1) Numerous
– contextually amplify the context of not being able to talk
to the doctor. This marker can be classified as the Medium
degree of the perceived consequences of a given issue. Based
on the context, containing information on the Average level
of the frequency of unsuccessful attempts to contact a doctor,
the described situation is not characterized by the words ‘‘all
attempts’’, i.e. the consequence of this issue is rather a long
waiting time than a complete lack of consultation with a
doctor; (2) Never – contextually characterizing the lack of
respect to the patient. This trigger can be classified as the
High degree of perceived consequences of a given issue as the
situation described based on the patient experience occurred
with a high frequency.
b: RELATED INFORMATION

In the text of comments ‘‘Patient 76 years old. We traveled
almost 60 miles every day to see my father in this hospital.
We did this for three weeks.’’, the following Related Information Markers could be identified:
c: PRIOR FACTS

three weeks, 60 miles every day– this amplifier increases the
degree of patient perception of the described situation to a
highly critical. These amplifiers characterize a high degree
VOLUME 7, 2019

g: OPINION (SENTIMENT)

In the text of comment ‘‘The doctor I saw in AE was rude
and arrogant while treating my wife.’’, the following Opinion (Sentiment) Markers could be identified: Rude and arrogant – adds information to the patient’s emotional assessment
of the doctor’s qualities, increasing the intensity of perception
of negative professional reasons for the quality of the healthcare service.
3) CONTEXTUAL DIMENSION

In order to provide an opportunity for (1) a more in-depth
analysis of the negative healthcare event causes related to
the patient and (2) the identification of factors (or contextual
patterns) that determine the specificity of negative healthcare event that has arisen, an introduction to the Conceptual Framework with the following contextual dimensions is
proposed: Roles; Hospital Department/Place; Patient Health
Problem; healthcare Facilities/Medication.
As a source for such dimensions identification, it is proposed to use the data from the ARC+ components −−
Resource (for Role) and Context (for all other dimensions);and the trigger words from the patients’ text comments containing references to these dimensions:
1) Text comments, for example: (1) Role – Consultant. Text
comment: ‘‘ Consultant not interested’’. (2) Patient Health
Problem –- allergy. Text comment: ‘‘The patient developed
an allergy after a few days’’. (3) Hospital Department/Place
–Emergency. Text comment: ‘‘We waited 11 hours in the
169229
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TABLE 3. General results of the semantic patterns-level coding stage.

FIGURE 2. ARC+ enrich framework.

Emergency’’. (4) healthcare Facilities/Medication – Sedation,
MRI: Text comment: ‘‘ Sedationdidn’t work. MRI delay’’
2) Official reference books of roles and responsibilities
of employees of Ireland Hospitals [79] corresponding to the
Context ARC component of the described negative healthcare
event.
Thus, the process of enriching the ARC+ framework by
merging it with the concept of the Intensity of the negative
healthcare event identification is presented in Figure 2.
V. OPERATIONALISATION ON CASE STUDY
A. DATA COLLECTION AND SELECTION

As described in Section III, in order to demonstrate the main
results of the Conceptual Framework application, 20 free-text
negative comments were selected out of the 100 anonymized
and coded comments (as either positive, negative or neutral
sentiments) taken from http://www.ratemyhospital.ie/.

2) INTENSITY-LEVEL CODING STAGE

During intensity-level coding stage, two researchers simultaneously and independently (1) read each comment sentence by sentence taking into account the codes assigned at
the previous stage and (2) attributes to the words (phrases)
found in the comment text and containing knowledge about
the degree of criticality of the described negative healthcare
event, the corresponding code (Intensity Marker), (3) categorizing these codes in accordance with previously defined
Intensity Markers classes. The general description of the
data sample after performing the intensity-coding stage is
shown in Table 4. The full report on intensity-coding results
is presented in Appendix IV.
3) INTENSITY-LEVEL SCALING STAGE

B. DATA ANALYSIS RESULTS
1) SEMANTIC PATTERNS-LEVEL STAGE

During the semantic patterns-level coding stage two
researchers (1) carefully read the comments sentence by
sentence, (2) assigned paraphrases or labels (‘codes’) that
describe what they have interpreted in the units as important elements of semantic ARC pattern. Additionally, one
researcher reading the comments (3) performed the extended
(Enriched ) coding of the Context aspect enabling the clarification of the antecedents and circumstances of the reported
negative healthcare event. All coding results conducted in
parallel by two researchers passed this comparison and agreement through a joint discussion.
The general description of the data sample after performing
this stage is provided in Table 3. The full report on semantic
patterns-level coding results is presented in Appendix III.
169230

In order to implement this stage of analysis, first, two
researchers simultaneously and independently (1) explored
and grouped the Intensity Markers of each negative healthcare events reasons class in accordance with the qualitative
intensity levels {Low, Medium, High} of the expression of
patient experience in particular context, (2) sorted the list
of Intensity Markers within this Intensity Levels groups by
increasing degree of intensity of the patient perception in the
context of described negative healthcare events, (3) assigned
the quantitative weighting coefficient (from 0 to 1) to each of
Intensity Marker.
In the second step, all results of quantitative weighting
coefficients assigning were discussed (via Delphi method
application): (1) between researchers who perform the scaling to find consensus in assigned weighting coefficient; (2)
with two independent experts (doctors), who were asked
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TABLE 4. General results of the semantic intensity-level coding stage.

ACPi (i = 1, k), describing a specific (i-th) negative healthcare event;
- based on the semantic patterns-level & Intensity-level
coding stages results, calculation of an indicator of Importance of the Intensity IMT Int
i (frequency) for each ActivityContext pattern ACPi ;
- based on the Intensity-level coding & Intensity-level
scaling stages results the (Appendixes IV, V), calculation
of Intensity INT ij indicators for each (i-th) Activity-Context
pattern ACPi and each (j-th) unit of information (sentence of
particular comment);
- the Intensity index values normalization:
INT norm
=
ij

INT i
maxki= (INT ij )

(3)

- calculation of the negative healthcare event Criticality
index HIC i for each Activity-Context pattern ACPi ;
- ranking the normalized Criticality index values according
to the degree of Urgency of negative healthcare event.
The results of the Intensity-Importance measurement stage
are presented in Appendixes VI-VII.
VI. RESULTS

to assess the degree of intensity markers used in free-text
comments, both (a) in terms of the patient perception of the
criticality of the negative healthcare event described in the
comments, and (b) in terms of actual or potential consequences for the patient of an negative healthcare event with a
given intensity.
In the third step, the results of the first and second steps
were revised taking into account the opinions of researchers
and experts using the weight coefficients of confidence in
ratings – 0.4 (for researchers) and 0.6 (for experts) correspondently.
The results of the Intensity-level scaling stage are presented in Appendix V.
C. INTENSITY-IMPORTANCE MEASUREMENT

This stage of the proposed methodology was implemented by
performing the following steps:
- based on the semantic patterns-level coding stage results
(Appendix III), the formation of Activity-Context patterns
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The results of conducted study allowed to highlight three
major findings of the proposed Conceptual Framework for
identifying the negative healthcare event Criticality Index: (1)
extending the concept of negative healthcare event Importance indicator by the approach for its Criticality measure;
(2) increasing the level of structure of the ARC+ framework;
(3) providing an opportunity to reveal the presence of causal
relationships between Context-mechanism-outcome negative
healthcare event aspects. The listed findings have the following features.
1. Extending the concept of the importance indicator of the
negative healthcare event by its Criticality for the patient.
This measure is complex and considers both (1) the power
of patient consensus with the fact that this negative healthcare
event is significant in terms of the presence of his/her negative
experience and (2) the strength of the actual or expected negative consequences associated with this negative experience.
This strength (magnitude) of consequences is a weighting
factor increasing or reducing the significance of the degree
of consensus statistical indicator (importance) of a negative
healthcare event depending on how serious (intensive) this
Issue is in the patient’s eyes. This approach allows changing
the structure of the rating of the most Important negative
healthcare event highlighting the most Urgent among all the
important ones that need to be improved in the first place.
For example, simulated sets of three comments that contain information about Communication with patient activity
demonstrate the fact that they may have different degrees of
intensity of negative patient experience assuming the same
value of the degree of patient’s Power of Consensus (Importance) which is equal to three. In the results given in Table 5,
we can observe how the degree of Criticality for patient
negative experience increases from first to the fourth example
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TABLE 5. Example of the difference between degrees of negative healthcare event criticality.

due to (1) the degree of medical staff impoliteness (rude,
rudest, very, most), (2) different manifestations of this level
of impoliteness (rude, arrogant, impolite), (3) the degree
of prevalence of this impoliteness (a few, majority, across
in any). This degree of Criticality expressed by the patient
is directly related to how intense the negative healthcare
event was in the eyes of the patient and how it is explained
by the memories about the negative consequences that this
experience left to the patient (level of stress, dissatisfaction,
discomfort, deterioration of health that followed this event).
That is, for example, a comment describing the fact of
‘‘rude staff’’ has a lower degree of problem Criticality in
comparison to the problem associated with the presence of
the ‘‘Rudest staff of across in any hospital’’ that the patient
visited. In the second comment, the word ‘‘rudest’’ underlines
the high degree of impoliteness and the words ‘‘across in any
hospital’’ express the degree of superiority of the rudeness
of the hospital staff compared to all the others. These intensifiers emphasize the high degree of criticality of this problem according to the patient experience. At the same time,
the Importance indicator is not able to reveal these differences
in the levels of Criticality of the described problems.
The results of the comparison of the rating of Important and Critical negative healthcare event obtained by
applying the ARC+ and ARC+ enriched frameworks are
presented in Table 6. These results allow us to demonstrate the effect of considering the Intensity of perception and the expression of negative patient experience on
the formation of the rating of the Most Important and
Most Critical healthcare tasks for improvement. Especially
these differences are important in cases where the number of identical Activity-Context templates in the comments
is the same.
169232

2. Increasing the level of structure of the ARC+ framework
by the Reasons and Contextual Dimensions. The proposed
approach makes it possible not only to identify the most
urgent health problems but also to reveal the main structural
components of this negative healthcare event – persons causing negative patients’ opinions and a group of factors that
most significantly affect the intensity of patient perception
of the described problem.
From the example given in Table 7, the following types
of knowledge can be extracted: (1) generalized rating of
the main negative healthcare event; (2) the most critical
factors indicated in the comments (Reasons Criticality); (3)
the structure of the most critical factors within each negative healthcare event (Activity Criticality); (4) rating of
factors without taking into account Additional Amplifiers
(in order to identify only specific facts not reinforced by
amplifiers); (5) identifying the factors causing the most
significant negative emotions, etc. Similar types of analysis can be performed using other combinations of contextual dimensions – for example, Roles & Factors, Roles &
Activities, Activities & Patient Problem, Activities& Hospital
Department, etc. Providing an opportunity for multi-level
structural analysis of patient opinion contributes to better
justification and making the decisions to improve healthcare
services.
3. Providing an opportunity to reveal the presence of
causal relationships between the conditions in which the
patient was in, the context of the described negative healthcare event and the degree of criticality of this issue.
This approach is based on the realistic evaluation theory of a Context-Mechanism-Outcome (CMO) configuration approach [119], [120], which allows answering the
following questions: Under what Context the decision was
VOLUME 7, 2019
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TABLE 6. The results of ARC+ and ARC+ enriched frameworks comparison.

implemented? Using what Mechanism this decision was
implemented? and How specific circumstances influenced
the Outcomes of the implementation of this decision?
In our concept, the Context-Mechanism-Outcome elements
were adapted in the following edition:
Context (C) is the set of Personal Situation and Circumstances, which influence both (1) the decision making and
the implementation of mechanisms to eliminate the Patient
VOLUME 7, 2019

Health Problem and (2) the patient perception of the negative
actual and potential consequences of this decision making
recognized as a negative healthcare event. Within the framework of the proposed concept, Personal Situation will be
presented by Prior facts, Age and Time of day (Individual
Patient Situation) and Hospital Department/Place, Patient
Health Problem, healthcare Facilities/ Medication and Actors
(Healthcare Situation).
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TABLE 7. The example of structural analysis of negative healthcare event criticality.

TABLE 8. Example of comments with activity coding results.

Mechanisms (M) are the results of decision making to
eliminate the Patient Health Problem perceived by the patient
as a negative healthcare event and presented in the form of
Activity templates.
Outcomes (O) are the Consequences resulting from the
activation of different Mechanisms in different Contexts and
presented in the form of the Degree of Criticality.
For example, we have 3 comments coded by Patient
Care, Communication/Information Exchange with Patient,
Service management and Patient Treatment Activities
(Table 8).
After analysing these comments using realistic evaluation
(Table 9), we could receive the following general knowledge
about Context-Mechanism-Outcome dependencies: (1) the
healthcare Negative Event of Patient care associated with the
long waiting time for the implementation of the Patient Health
Problem solving Mechanisms (a) cause a higher degree of
Outcome Criticality perception than the general negative
experience of a low quality of care and (b) the criticality of
169234

TABLE 9. Example of generalized context-mechanism-outcome
configuration for ARC+ enrich conceptual framework.

this perception is increasing in Context of Old patient; (2) the
Criticality degree of perception of the current and potential
consequences (Outcomes) of the lack of medical information
(Communication/Information Exchange with Patient Mechanisms) is almost independent of the patient’s age Context;
(3) the highest value of Outcomes Criticality Index regardless of the Circumstances are the Limited/poor resources
in the hospital and Lack of treatment negative healthcare event Mechanisms. Criticality Degree indicators,- used
in Table 9 could be assigned by experts based on Criticality
Index Values evaluated in accordance with the qualitative
VOLUME 7, 2019
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TABLE 10. Review Customer Experience Study Results.

intensity levels {Low, Medium, High}. More detailed
Context-mechanism-outcome dependency patterns can be
obtained by analysing a full range of aspects of the COM
concept (Appendix VIII).
VOLUME 7, 2019

VII. DISCUSSION

The study was aimed at finding answers to two research
questions. The first was developing a construct and the associated measurement instrument which will allow identifying
169235
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TABLE 10. (Continued) Review Customer Experience Study Results.

how critical a Negative Event in healthcare services is,
based on the patients’ perception. Previous studies presented
methods for analysing the importance of free-text patients
169236

comments about Negative Events in healthcare based on the
frequency of the identified and coded topics [33], [34], [82],
[93], [94], [96], the categories of negative healthcare event
VOLUME 7, 2019
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TABLE 10. (Continued) Review Customer Experience Study Results.

([74], [35], [75]) or of the type of Activity and its Context
[1], in the whole sample of analysed patients’ or clients’
comments.
However, these previous works fail to exploit the linguistic
features in the text providing valuable information on how
critical negative customer or patient experiences are. For
example, the following comments ‘‘We were left waiting for
5 hours’’ OR ‘‘We were left waiting for 5 hours with no
information’’ OR ‘‘We were left waiting for 5 hours with no
information and nobody to talk to us’’ describe the same
problems (Long waiting and Lack of Communication /Information Exchange) but express different degrees of criticality of this negative healthcare event for the patient caused
by the perceived negative actual (expectation and lack of
information, excitement, fatigue) and potential (worsening
health, stress) consequences for him/her. In the first comment,
the patient emphasizes only the length of waiting for care
and the lack of any medical information. In the second,
the expression of his/her negative perception of the situation
is reinforced by the fact that in the absence of any information
no one wanted to talk to him/her (and perhaps these attempts
were made by the patient). In the third – the increase in the
negativity of patient experience occurs due to the increase
in the waiting duration, which aggravates the patient perception of the negative healthcare event including the increasing
influence on the patient of the consequences of this situation.
Therefore, only the summation of three comments describing
the same negative healthcare event does not provide a complete picture of the current situation criticality and is not able
to measure the degree of need for healthcare management to
urgently solve this problem which has a negative effect on
the patient’s health and general opinion about the quality of
hospital services.
Thus, an additional component to identify the importance
of a problem is the degree of the patient perception of the
VOLUME 7, 2019

seriousness of the actual and potential negative healthcare
event consequences which increase the intensity of the negative experience. Together with the frequency of reporting
on such negative healthcare event, this component, named
in presented Conceptual Framework as Magnitude of Consequences, allows to more precisely scale and rank the values
of the problem importance indicator.
Regarding the second research question, the presented
study was focused on building the concept of extracting
and structuring the knowledge about (1) Degree and (2)
Nature of negative healthcare event Criticality from free-text
patient’s comments. As a tool for extracting knowledge of the
(1) Degree of Criticality, the Intensity markers have been proposed that allow, depending on the context and their semantic
meaning, to measure the intensity of the patient negative
experience. To determine the numerical value describing the
degree of intensity of each of the markers, consultations with
expert doctors were used. Most of the previous studies [97],
[99], [100], [105] partially used the concept of intensifiers
but only in the context of the definition of sentiment polarity of the comments. Most of the previous studies partially
used the concept of intensifiers but in the context of the
definition of commentary sentiment. The main difference in
the use of these approaches is that the sentiment analysis
uses as markers only words that describe the general comments tonality,- but does not consider triggers words that carry
information about the level of criticality for the patient of
the situation described (for example, age of patient, time of
day, frequency of reported problem, actors of this situation,
and other important negative details). For example, [100]
also realized the analysis of the degree of staff respect for
patients with additional information about the frequency of
situation (‘‘all of the time’’, ‘‘most of the time’’, ‘‘some of
the time’’, ‘‘rarely’’, and ‘‘not at all’’). However, the source
of such information was not the trigger words in the free
169237
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TABLE 11. Review Of Healthcare Patient Experience Study Results.

text,- but specific answers to the question with pre-provided
answers.
In order to synthesise knowledge about (2) the Nature
of the negative healthcare event Criticality, this Conceptual
169238

Framework proposed the approach of categorization of
intensity markers in accordance with types of negative
healthcare event Reasons for the anticipated or received
consequence (Professional, Inter-Personal, Service Quality
VOLUME 7, 2019
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TABLE 11. (Continued) Review Of Healthcare Patient Experience Study Results.

and Technical). Various forms and methods of categorizing
information extracted from tree-text patient responses were
also used in previous studies. However, the main object of
VOLUME 7, 2019

categorization was the themes (negative healthcare event)
described by patients [31], [35], [74], [75], [84], [86]) and
the categorization process that was carried out after coding
169239
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TABLE 11. (Continued) Review Of Healthcare Patient Experience Study Results.

TABLE 12. Full Results Of Semantic Patterns-Level Coding Stage.

and extracting all possible knowledge (in accordance with
the principles of grouping accepted by the authors). In the
Conceptual Framework, it is proposed to use the results of
169240

such studies as one of the options of expert knowledge for
matching and evaluation of the results of negative healthcare
event coding.
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TABLE 12. (Continued) Full Results Of Semantic Patterns-Level Coding Stage.

To structure knowledge about the degree of negative
healthcare event criticality, the authors propose (1) to
categorize the Intensity markers according to four Reasons
VOLUME 7, 2019

and (2) form a separate group of additional amplifiers for
the degree of negative healthcare event criticality,- consisting
of trigger words describing the frequency of the healthcare
169241
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TABLE 12. (Continued) Full Results Of Semantic Patterns-Level Coding Stage.

NE, related information, consequences and patient’s opinion
(sentiment). The authors [90] also use categories of factors
that influence patient satisfaction (Patient Characteristics,
169242

Structure, and Processes). However, these factors are proposed to be applied to the categorization of the results of
pre-structured customer responses. Thus, the approach of our
VOLUME 7, 2019
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TABLE 12. (Continued) Full Results Of Semantic Patterns-Level Coding Stage.

TABLE 13. Full Results Of Semantic Intensity Coding Stage.

Conceptual Framework structures the nature of the negative
healthcare event providing opportunities to assess the degree
of negative healthcare event criticality from the point of
VOLUME 7, 2019

view of causes, which are present in the free-text patient
comments with different frequency and intensity. In addition, consideration of Contextual dimensions (Hospital
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TABLE 13. (Continued) Full Results Of Semantic Intensity Coding Stage.

Department / Place, Patient Health Problem, Health Care
Facilities / Medication and Actors) provides an opportunity
to reveal the presence of causal relationships between the
169244

conditions in which the patient was in, the context of the
described negative healthcare event and the degree of criticality of this event.
VOLUME 7, 2019
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TABLE 13. (Continued) Full Results Of Semantic Intensity Coding Stage.

It should also be noted that the Conceptual Framework
presented in the article has several Limitations that the authors
intend to eliminate in Future work described in detail below.
VOLUME 7, 2019

The first and obvious limitation of the proposed
concept is the absence of algorithms for its practical
implementation using NLP and Machine Learning tools.
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TABLE 13. (Continued) Full Results Of Semantic Intensity Coding Stage.

This limitation is planned to be implemented first. The
presented level of concept development was justified and
planned by the authors since at the first stage of research
169246

it was necessary to develop, test and refine the theoretical
aspects of the proposed approach. After this stage and organization of the workshop with the participation of patients
VOLUME 7, 2019
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TABLE 14. The Results Of Intensity-Level Scaling Stage.

TABLE 15. The Intermediate Results Of Intensity Index Calculating.

and doctors for the evolution of the results of applying this
approach to a random comments sample, the authors plan
to perform the selection and development of algorithms
for automated extraction and recognition of knowledge in
accordance with the proposed structure.

VOLUME 7, 2019

Since the developed Conceptual Framework is based
on the definition of the negative healthcare event concept
as ‘‘adverse events (incidents), decision and circumstances
that are part of patient experience and reported as resulting in or/and having the potential for physical, emotional,
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TABLE 15. (Continued) The Intermediate Results Of Intensity Index Calculating.
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TABLE 15. (Continued) The Intermediate Results Of Intensity Index Calculating.
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TABLE 15. (Continued) The Intermediate Results Of Intensity Index Calculating.

TABLE 16. The Final Results Of Criticality Index Calculating.

psychological or financial harmful for the him’’, presented
in this article version of Conceptual Framework allows to
measure the level of ‘‘seriousness of the anticipated negative
169250

consequences’’, using only facts and emotions perceived
and expressed by patients as a source of knowledge. Thus,
the basis for the formation of a rating of criticality and
VOLUME 7, 2019
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TABLE 16. (Continued) The Final Results Of Criticality Index Calculating.

TABLE 17. Example Of Detailed Context-Mechanism-Outcome Configuration For Arc+ Enrich Conceptual Framework.

urgency of problems in this stage of Conceptual Framework development is the information: (1) about the presence of specific marker containing knowledge on various
degrees and aspects of negative healthcare event criticality
in the comments and (2) about the specific consequences

VOLUME 7, 2019

that occurred and are described by the patient in the comments. However, at the next stage of research, the authors
plan to introduce the second dimension of seriousness of
the anticipated negative consequences taking into account
professionally sound causal relationships of the healthcare
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TABLE 17. (Continued) Example Of Detailed Context-Mechanism-Outcome Configuration For Arc+ Enrich Conceptual Framework.

Event and its consequences, for example, the consequences
of poor lighting in the ward for patients in the department
of Eye Diseases treatment, long waiting time for a doctor in
the Emergency with certain diagnoses, etc. This information
can be obtained from expert doctors by conducting interviews/workshops using pre-prepared templates of Contextmechanism-outcome dependencies.
Due to the fact that the results of the patient experience
analysis conducted using the proposed Conceptual Framework should serve as a basis for solving the problems existing
in the field of healthcare, in the next stages of the study,
the authors plan to address the problems of causal relationships between (1) existing problems, (2) factors influencing the occurrence of this problem and (3) the necessary
management solutions to eliminate this problem. This stage
of research is also planned to be carried out using a triangular approach, namely: extracting knowledge from existing comments, studying sources of literature on methods of

169252

decision-making in the field of healthcare, and conducting
interviews with healthcare workers. This direction of research
should increase the effectiveness of the practical application
of the proposed concept, since it will allow forming a comprehensive vision of the problem – from its nature and degree of
criticality (taking into account both the patient’s experience
and doctors’ knowledge of the degree of seriousness of the
problems) to the decision-making tools to ameliorate existing
problems.
VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a novel Conceptual Framework
and method for identifying the degree of criticality of a
negative healthcare event based on the patient’s experience,perceived and expressed in a free-text format.
Regarding the scientific contributions of the research,
we claim that we have provided: (1) a way to measure the
scale and importance of a negative healthcare event by its
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Criticality for the patient; (2) a richer structure of the ARC
framework by the contextual dimensions, NE; (3) an opportunity to reveal the presence of causal relationships between
the conditions in which the patient was in, the context of the
described negative experience and the degree of criticality of
this event.
Our immediate future work will rely on the foundation
established in this article to develop named entity extraction
models that will automatically extract or identify the relevant
markers from free-text describing negative healthcare experience to compute the criticality index.
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